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born to W and X to be illegitimate, though their Lordships
expressly refrained from suggesting what their decision would
have been had the English.marriage been concluded before the
Austrian legislation or before the registration. Adverting to the
governing principle—locus regit actum—Lord Asquith said:
4I can see no material distinction in this regard between the obser-
vance, as between the parties, of formalities which suffice to make a
marriage valid ab initio according to .the local law, and of formalities
which are not so sufficient but the insufficiency of which is (almost
immediately in this case) repaired by a validating Act of the local legis-
lature.'1
This reasoning, no doubt, is logical, but its result is that the
parties to a marriage void according to the law of the place
where it is celebrated may not be safe in assuming that their
unmarried status is secure. Should not the function of a lex loci
celebrations^ foreign to the lex domidlii of the parties, cease at the
moment when the ceremony, whether effective or abortive, is
concluded rz
This principle, that ja marriage which is in accordance with Prcdomi-
the formalities of the lex loci celebrationis is to be regarded as J
formally valid everywhere, even though it would have been
void if solemnized in that manner in the country where one or Admitted
both of the parties are domiciled, is generally but not uni- in an
versally accepted. Thus in those countries where status depends countrie
upon religious law, as in Yugoslavia and Greece for persons of
the Orthodox faith, in Malta for Roman Catholics, and in
Cyprus for Moslems and members of the Orthodox Church,
a marriage contracted in disregard of the religious formalities
of the domicil, no matter where solemnized, is not recognized
as valid. For instance, a civil marriage contracted in London
by a Roman Catholic domiciled in Malta is not recognized by
Maltese law. It is clear, however, by English law that foreign
views of this nature do not disturb the application of the
maxim—locus regit actum. In practice the parties avoid the
unfortunate situation that arises from this conflict of laws by
the performance of two separate ceremonies, one according to the
local forms, the other according to the religious requirements.
So imperative is it that the lex loci celebrationis should alone
determine whether the formalities of a marriage are sufficient,
that no exception is made to the principle even where the sole though
object of the parties in marrying in a foreign country has been of™1**"
d&tnictlii
1 At p. 177.	2 7 /. £s? C.L.Q. 251-60 (Mendes da Costa),     evaded

